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Sausage & Spinach Soup
Yummy  good -- pays to keep Holy Grail or 
Trinity, as some refer to soup starter, in the 
freezer. Working on yet another project that 
took all my time and attention I didn't take a 
break until I was starving. Nothing in the fridge 
that wouldn't require more time than I was 
willing to give, so up  to the freezer I moved. 
There I found a frozen sausage patty  and a 
bag of soup starter. 

Serves two or can multiply for many: 10 minutes tops to sit-down. 
1 sausage patty
2 C soup starter* (this happened to be onion, celery and carrot) 
Splash cheap** cooking wine
1 Can (14.4 oz) SUGAR-FREE LOW SODIUM chicken broth

Threw the sausage in a glass lined skillet (see Tips sections for where to buy) put a lid 
on it and threw the frozen soup  starter in the sink and ran warm water over the sealed 
frozen bag to semi-thaw. 

As the sausage thawed I broke it up  with a wooden spoon to brown. When brown I added 
the splash of wine to deglaze the pan scrapping up  all the luscious brown bits of flavor. 
Allow the alcohol to cook off then add the soup starter and chicken broth, cover to thaw 
the soup. Mix well and ladle over FRESH spinach leaves, broken into bite size pieces 
stems removed. 

This is so luscious you won't believe and so E-Z and simple. Pays to make extra soup 
starter in put it in the freeze. I served with a slice of Pizza Bread page 22 in Cooking for 
Success. Remember all the profit goes to Dress For Success Wichita.
  

* See page 25 in Cooking for Success, plus our tip in the Soup Section on how to 
add a bay leaf to the mix. 
** I never acquired a taste for wine or beer so I simply buy and use cheap cooking 
wine from the grocers shelf. But if you like wine, choose the kind you like. 
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